
In March 2020, when the world turned upside down, George

instantly lost seven figures and a multi-million dollar

business. With $500K in contracts withdrawn and over $200K

in monthly revenue vanished, George had to ask himself

questions that challenged the algorithms. What can I do to

really use this as an opportunity?

Since then, he's been known as the guy in pink shoes and a

hoodie that helps companies increase email revenue by

400% while adding $575K in annual income without acquiring

new customers. His passion for relationships makes his

trademarked model easy for others to understand and

implement no matter where they are in their entrepreneurial

journey. 

Today you can find George growing the Relationships Beats

Algorithms Mastermind and hosting semi-annual marketing

conferences.

About George

Vanessa Lau, Entrpreneur & Content Creator

He has changed my entire perspective on how to run a business,
ethically, responsibly and to tap into my values to priotitize
relationships.

George helped us quadrupled the business in 90 days and it's
continued to grow 10-20% quarter over quarter while working less
and reducing overhead.

Larry Hagner, Founder of The Dad Edge

RELATIONSHIPS BEAT ALGORITHMS

After 10+ years of experience, George has a lot to share…

Ready to chat over chocolate chip

pancakes and an Americano: 

George Bryant is a New York Times best selling author, top ranking podcast host,
and highly sought after digital marketing consultant who helps entrepreneurs
ethically scale their business through his trademark Relationships Beat Algorithms™
model.

Globally known for transforming some of the biggest online brands across multiple
industries, George uses the power of relationships and priceless frameworks to
increase revenue, create maximum impact, and harness the power of authentic
voice to beat the algorithms.

georgeb@georgebryant.com

instagram.com/itsgeorgebryant 

Our new customer journey accounted for a 400% increase in email
revenue in 90 days and added an additional $575,000 in annual
revenue without having to acquire one new customer.

Soul CBD

www.mindofgeorge.com
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